
Turn from Covid Fascism to Climate Wartime Regime<as your final mission>.
On going current regime,your left life may be utmost 20 years,you should utmostly imagine
your death stage.Real your task adapting with the sever fact is as follows.2021/6/11
                                                                                      

        Study on Climate Wartime Plans 
Imagine(design)a life calculated backwards from your own deathbed.
Awakening and fulfillment of own mission. Y.Satoh former salesman.

❶The Logical Necessity 
On going current regime,about 2040 would be fireball earth extinction by Arctic Methane.
 The Evidence Document               
                                                                                    

                                                                              

                          

                                                                                        

❷Study on Climate Wartime Plans 
 The Evidence Document               

Study on Strong Obsession on Current Regime Conserving 
“Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War”<F.Konoe Japan imperial at the war>.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
FOR THE RECORD: ROCKEFELLER SOFT KILL DEPOPULATION PLANS EXPOSED
MARCH 26, 2012
https://www.infowars.com/for-the-record-rockefeller-soft-kill-depopulation-plans-exposed/
Prince Philip - “If I were reincarnated I would...be...as a killer virus..."
https://nwo.fandom.com/wiki/Prince_Philip_-_%E2%80%9CIf_I_were_reincarnated_I_
would...be...as_a_killer_virus...%22
"Despair is the conclusion of fools"..........Benjamin Disraeli.
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it
to stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano-
http://upsidedownworld.org/

①Already salvation has become too late and impossible so is superficial fake and hypocrite,
substantially neglected in silent.Left is conserving short sight dairy life with pursuing last
pleasure life in growing various ugly confusions.
＊The counter Evidence Document               
Both Arctic engineering and Cloud sun heat insulation are technically possible.It is sure that
we would be extincted if we would not do those.Climate scientists with secret death
certificates don't know or even try to think about those.
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②Sticking to the Current Regime <= Counter-Revolution Coup D'etat>
(1) In a peace world, climate collapse becomes the top priority problem, and if really

effective measures are pursued, drastic regime change would be inevitable.
⑵ COVID 19 worldwide infection explosion as an immediate strategy on disturbing .

Democrat Political Activity by the human flow & dialogue blockade policy !
* The Evidence Document<  >
(3) As a carrot for the deadly people in COVID economy, their "business & livelihood
protection policy".by government-administration aims to block rebellion by people.
⑷ By using the fear of global infection explosion,forcing global vaccine inoculation policy
→ {Return to the current situation(calming one without COVID)}.
⑸ Climate collapse becomes the top priority problem in peace world →⑴
××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××

××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××

⑹→ not {Return to the current situation(calming one without COVID)}.
= Infection confusion would not converge until end of the earth<around 2040>! ,

* {COVID19 and vaccine}both may be conspiracy<operation EndGame>! !!
* The Evidence Document<  >.
→⑵ COVID19 continues to be infected worldwide as an immediate disturbance strategy
Democrat Political Activity by the human flow & dialogue blockade policy!
⑺ {COVID 19+ Climate Collapse}W confusion fear world in government administration
dictatorship = Executioner Politics → The final stage of extinction.
* As a precursor to that, rejection of infected patients by medical institutions or quarantine
facilities has already started! !!
××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××××

The Evidence Documents 
❶The Outline of Climate Wartime Operation 
A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible gas burst warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK)
proposed the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
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❷Arctic Methane Catastrophe<by positive feedback temperature rise>
 Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
Following are methane mass extinction fact in the past(252x106y,55.5x106y ago).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocene%E2%80%93Eocene_Thermal_Maximum
 http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
❸Arctic Cooling Engineering.
 http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
 http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
❹Earth Cooling Engineering.
 Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global
temperature of about 1F(0.6 degrees C).
 How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://metuhmacdonblog.com/2019/03/13/how-artificially-brightened-cloud-could-stop-clim
ate-change/
Salter calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce global
temperatures by 1.5C.

❺Renewable Energy Technology.
 Recovering Process of Global Temperature by Pulling Down CO2.
This is validity of possibility in recovering climate by drastic renewable change.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

☞:IPCC and the scientists seem not disclosing such data .
 http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
 http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
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 REFERNCE as for Renewable Energy Engineering.
＊Wind Turbine Products.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wind_turbine_manufacturers
＊Solar Panel Products.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_photovoltaics_companies
＊Hydrogen Energy Products.
＊New fuel cell catalyst employing no high cost Platinum but cheap Carbon
https://tech.nikkeibp.co.jp/dm/atcl/mag/15/320913/092200026/?ST=health
http://www.ballard.com/
＊MCH makes H2 gas easy portable gasoline
http://hrein.jp/english
https://www.chiyodacorp.com/jp/service/spera-hydrogen/innovations/
＊Big Ship(199.9mx35.6m) by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.nyk.com/csr/pdf/SES2050.pdf
＊Big Truck by Hydrogen Energy.
https://www.businessinsider.jp/post-33041
＊24hours Heat Pipe Water Heater<strong CO2 reduction in home>.
https://www.aspessolarproducts.com/solar-products/heat-pipe-collector-solar-water-heater.html
＊Hydrogen Cooker
https://pureenergycentre.com/hydrogen-cooker/
＊Hydrogen Generation without Carbon

This shall be uploaded hereafter.

➏Climate Policy General
 http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
 http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
 http://777true.net//Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

＊Covid19 Counter Operation 
 http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf

 http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf
 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/08/21/who-warns-a-coronavirus-vaccine
-alone-will-not-end-pandemic.html

❼Economics in Climate Wartime Regime
⒬http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

⒭http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
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❽ The Significance of Challenging Climate Collapse.
Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,though coming hell is far more
outrageously too big！!,.People could do best once they had accepted the fact !!.
Trust and Bet it !!!!!
Even in the defeating,we could die with strong confidence of mankind solidarity
In the victory,coming glorious New World by mankind solidarity is waiting on.

APPENDIX-1:Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing
is done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
Now this web page has been being closed.Then important matter is that we could change
our future by our will.This is told by Jucelino Luz himself.

APPENDIX-2:Music predictions in coming climate hell world.
 Jumping Jack Flash by Mick Jager the Roling Stones UK(1969).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cPXwc-5Kw8&list=RD0cPXwc-5Kw8&start_radio=1&t=0
 Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTVjnBo96Ug&list=RDFEA-m4kibzM&index=2
 Poem"Vers la Flamme(Toward the Flame,1914)"
by Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin(1872-1915),

http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

APPENDIX-3:Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater
of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world
for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
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APPENDIX_4:Ideology The Rexamination.
⑴Fire ball earth extinction (Atheism true or false ??)
The real reason why the world became so crooked and abnormal world is that the anti-god
power conspiracy<NAZIS reincarnated in USA = CIA-Military-Industrial Complex>worked.
Your enemies, but the majority of followers are reality in Japan and the United States, and in
this situation there can be no relief, because of cooperater the ruin promoters! !! !! Then, one
of possible mistake(Suzuki fears)is the following proposition, Human beings are evil, and
their extinction is in line with God's will
= Satan the destroyer is a faithful missionary of God.
Roma church priest denounces the demons in this regard <Italian Google Translate>.
https://comedonchisciotte.org/questa-farsa-crollera-inesorabilmente/
This time Corona is a demon power's farce and is to be defeated,

In particular, Italians (some?) strongly condemn the plot with this Corona <Vaccine
Suspicion>.it is true also as for 9/11.
In fireball earth, also innocent non-human life is involved, and are also they evil? If so, will
God the Life Creater himself correct his mistakes in extinction of the earth???
→ Death of the innocent God = Atheism! .. Proud Atheist Anti-Semitic are German
(Americans)who challenge to prove Atheism by theirself and the World's Destruction? ..
“From the deepest desires often come the deadliest hate”. ..................Socrates
By the way, the Nazis, who hate Christianity, secretly loved atheistic Buddhism and black
magic! ! Previously mentioned in the Hebrew mansion, but now it is not found.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html

* Intracerebral drug: Life is said to temporarily escape pain by secreting intracerebral drug
in dying pain.In wild life, the majority of the weak are eaten, and there may be relief
measures for them?<Carnival>.Some are strongly accuse cattle prison factory regime.
* Vegitalianism and Reincarnation Escaping in Buddhism.
In Buddhism, which prohibits killing, they pursue not devoted cooking, while they pursue
escaping reincarnation, which aims to eradicate life permanently.
* Religion and Political Participation.
Nichiren-sect <Lotus Sutra>is exceptionally against Buddhism of isolated priest life<apart
from upside down secular world>, and they do political participation,
13I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.”
-Liberation the Bible.
From the Beginning and the End,everything is connected........Lotus Sutra.
The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it
failed, became a moral one later on..............Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
The Bible also has a passage on class struggle to fight the evil spirit of high place. Moses,
Christ, and Marx,etc made Jews an extinction target for class struggle revolutionary people,
and therefore Nazis is dog of the hereditary nobility & the big-capital .
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⑵Counter-Revolution Coup D'etat
It become ease to anticipate NAZIS USA actions by knowing their basic ideology.
The secret society Skull & Bonds (anti God)doctrine.
 All people and genius are slaves of monarchy dictatorship<fascism-CIA in eugenics>
 Setting enemy toward Hegemony winning in perpetual war strategy<military nation>
*this is anti-democracy&violence worship denying liberty and equality of people in peace.

＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.
THE GOOD OF WAR
B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL

⒜Counter-Revolution.
On going climate collapse attack directly food production toward food riot (= revolution in the
past history), and therefore hereditary peers & big capital needed COVID 19 as counter
revolution.This is global scale of decepting scenario played by various actors..

⒝Terror,Fake and Hate Engineering toward Camouflage on deadly fact .
Then, anti-US = China-Russia the opposers play role of the enemy of US war monger,
Also they always make News of smoke that make world difficulty to see actually effective
problems.Political suppression in China & Russia make as if USA were righteous actor.

⒞China Problem is USA Problem<Communists-Big capital connection>
The bad news is, historically(from Russia revolution to today), communists have been being
secretly connected with big capital. Also Japanese Communist Party now is not exception.
(Japan regime after the war is told as a whole unconscious CIA agents),Korean ??,also they
are slave of Western Big Capitals.

Once Andropov(KGB) & Gorbachev tried to resolve cold war regime between US and had
accomplished,then it is told that US war monger became pale at the news. Disappearing
cold regime was to cause 9/11 the new enemy of “War on terror”.Thus mercyless long years
wars in Middle East was to begin for profit of USA warmonger.
However at now, V.Putin<former KGB agent> has recover the regime again.
At now,Xi Jinping’s secret mission is being enemy of US(war monger=NAZIS reincarnated),
His role is playing greedy&brutal aristocrat causing Chinese as hate target of world,instead
USA.If China and Russia are gentle nations,then it is the worst deeds of USA after the war
which could not help,but be revealed to the world.To tell from beginning,It was USA who
invested technology with market(usa), and capital to grow China industry<it is almost the
same as for Japan after the war>.Both they were big goods and capital supplier to USA.

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm


⒟Similarity of COVID outbreak and 9/11.
Then USA had made fatal mistake called climate change,however Rockfeller the haughty
US oil imperial could not correct own fatal error,but turned it as operation End Game the final
survival game due to German Eugenics. That is,in their final plan,planet inhabitant of all
nations are destined to die in climate catastrophe.Then there would be counter from them
unless something plot. .......COVID19 may be a deadly weapon causing unprecedented
confusion in peoples solidarity making.Then role of China is Alquida in 9/11<the actual
criminal is secret special troop of US military with remote operating air plane and timer bomb
in the buildings>.It is certain US and China had some connection in researching virus and
the consequence is rumor explosion of China criminal. Note there is no merit or profit for
China by Covid,but demerit with strong hate attack.Now USA has become very nervous to
flame up deadly lie that China spreaded virus.

⒠Dictatorship ruling by employing Patoriotism(against USA) in Russia & Chaina.
It is always betrayal who employ patoriotism and cause nation(world)destroyed at last..
This is also applicable in almost WEST nations agitating military risks.They say {economy
and military risk}growing are imminent,but not confess deadly emergency of climate
collapse.Those are all betrayals who would cause wild climate world to our extinction at last.

APPENDIX_5:At first, Can You Revolute Ownself ?!!!
Utmost Possible Weapon against Climate Catastrophe for general people.

In home,especially water boiling needs higher energy,following are strongly recommended
❶Solar Water Heater.<Biden government do not support ???>

Then heat pipe method has excellent performance toward gas fee small.
❷Bicycle
❸Solar Electric Generator with Battery.
Above 3 tools are actually used by also poverty author.Then the most trouble is low cost
battery which rapidly reduce capacity to cause higher electric fee(night use).Once he
surveyed low cost H2 gas generation(also for energy stock),however failed until today.
❹Wind Turbin Electric Generator(with Battery).
This is major machine in renewable energy, and should be big for regional common use.
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